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A、Specifications: 

Model HBW60 

Name DRAWER FOOD WARMER 

Voltage (V) 220 

Frequency (Hz) 50/60 

Power (kW) 1.0 

Temperature (℃) 30~110 

Size (mm) 635×565×490 

B、Transportation and storage 
When being transported, be careful not to shake the machine 

violently or crash it with anything else; don’t put it outdoors or in the 

direct sunlight for long time. If so, avoid rainfall; store it in breezy and 

non-corrosive air places; don’t put it up side down. 

C、Installation and operation condition 
1、The user should install Primary Disconnecting Device and leakage 

protection whose off-contact is over 3mm in fixed power switch before 

using. The other object cannot be put around the switch for safe 

operation. 

2、The voltage of power should be the same as the one on nameplate of 

the unit, the difference cannot beyond ±10%. 

3、The earth wire in the unit (the yellow and green wire) which is leaded 

out with power wire should be connected with earth wire （which is） 

measured up safely in power line unfailingly. 

4、The equipotential grounded circuitis set in the backside of the unit. 

The copper wire is not less than 2.5mm2 can be used for connection with 

earth wire which is measured up safely. 
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Warning: It is strictly forbidden to connect the earth wire with water 

pipe, gas pipe, central heating pipe and so on, or else it will cause 

security accidents.  

5、If the mains cord broken, it must be replaced by Model “YCW” or 

“YZW” oil-proof cable  with yellow and green earth wire which is the 

same specification  as the broken one . 

6、All the electricity connection and installation should be done by 

qualified electrician. 

7、This equipment is not equipped to be used by unwell, unresponsive 

or mentally disturbed people, including children, unless under the 

guidance or help of persons who are responsible for their security. Keep 

an eye on children and keep them away from playing around the 

equipment. 

8、Take measures to prevent the steamer from falling down when it is 

placed on a stand. 

Warning: Don’t use medium or high pressure regulator to ensure 

safety. Exhaust fan should be installed to ensure the environment is 

breezy. 

Warning: The temperature of the unit is rising while it is working, it 

is forbidden to touch! In case any accident caused by spilling out the 

oil, please keep children away from the unit. 

D、Operation and functions 

1. Before putting through machine, pleases remember get a automatic 

tone temperature become zero“0”. 

2. when puts through machine, indicating lamp is yellow, turn 

temperature control sphericity nip handlebar to your desired degree, 

and green indicating lamp already start, then machine starts go job. 
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3. when temperature range go up degree, automatic tone utensil meeting 

stop business  

and green indicating lamp leave, heating wire will stop work. when 

temperature  

decline, automatic tone utensil again start  go working, and green 

light at. This  

process retain take a ride at, goes retain temperature point book’s 

range’s so. 

4. consumers’ energy freely adjustment temperature not more comes out 

temperature range. 

5. whne you want to stops using machine, please remember get the 

temperature switch become zero places and turn off the power. 

Warning: Do not put any tinder (such as towel) on the unit to avoid 

fire alarm. 

E、Cleaning and maintenance 

1、In case the function of the equipment is damaged and possible 

accident caused, don’t wash the  

 machine directly or put it into water for cleaning. 

2、Finish working everyday, clean the surface of equipment and wire 

by using wet towel with non-corrosive detergent. 

 

Warning: Don’t clean it by using steam cleaner. 

Warning: In order to avoid fire alarm, please cut off the power and 

shut off the gas valve before cleaning and maintenance. 

 

 Accessories: operation manual one copy. 

 


